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Elorza on Providence's Latino Population

Professor Jorge Elorza speaks to WRNI's Elisabeth Harrison about how Latinos took root in Providence, R.I., and what could be in store for this growing population.

WRNI, Rhode Island's NPR Affiliate: “Providence: Mi Ciudad”

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (WRNI), Jan. 24, 2011: Today, WRNI begins a week long series on Providence rising Latino community. We'll look at the mark this group has already made on political life, health care, media and even fast food. But we begin with a conversation on how Latinos took root in the city and what could be in store for this growing population. WRNI's Elisabeth Harrison spoke to Jorge Elorza, a law professor, Providence Housing Court judge and co-chair of the Latino Policy Institute at Roger Williams University.

To listen to the broadcast, click here.